what an understanding of the society can tell us of the films and the nature of their representations. This is, in fact, an important distinction. For example, the difficulty of such a well-known book as Raymond Durgnat's A Mirror for England is that it simply assumes that conclusions about British society can be arrived at on the evidence of the films alone. Films, he suggests, can be understood as the "reflections" of the society that makes them. But of course films do more than reflect; they also actively explain and interpret the way in which the world is perceived and understood. Moreover, the views which a film, or films, may be suggesting do not necessarily correspond to society has a whole. In a society divided by class, sex and race, access to the means of communication is not equal . Some groups are better placed than other to apply and communicate their definitions of society as the most "natural" and "normal". So, what a film or films, tells us about society cannot just be accepted as "evidence", but must itself be explained and interpreted in terms of the groups and the viewpoints with which they are connected.
open-minded and perceptive, considers that his Marxist perspective leads him to condemn the films' well-meaning liberalism as ideologically pernicious. It should be noted that Hill's views are based on the period 1956-1963 rather than two decades and focus on a relatively small number of films (primarily social problem and working-class realism films) , ignoring significant films as The Servant (1963) and popular genre films such as the Bond movies and the Hammer horror cycle.
The four major directors associated with the New Wave cinema (Anderson, Reisz, Richardson and Schlesinger) came from middle-class backgrounds and, as Armes states (3) they 'follow the pattern set by Grierson in the 1930s: the university educated bourgeois making "sympathetic" films about proletarian life, not analyzing the ambiguities of their own privileged position." They certainly had no first-hand experiences of the working class subject matters of the novels and plays created by Alan Sillitoe, Stan Barstow and Shelagh Delaney. Hill (4) maintains that 'the importance of the point, however, is less the actual social background of the film makers, none of whom ever lay claim to being " just one of the lads" , than the way this "outsider's view" is inscribed in the films themselves, the way the "poetry", the "marks of the enunciation" themselves articulate a clear distance between observer and observed.'
On a superficial level films will tend to reflect current trends, attitudes or anxieties present in society at the time they were made even if they are in the guise of historical romps such as Tom Jones (1963). In the 1930s, a film directly attacking events in Nazi Germany might have been considered indelicate during a period of appeasement and also contrary to strict censorship ensuring that nothing offensive to foreign governments was screened; however, Alexander Korda's Fire Over England (1937) we felt that if we believed in them strongly enough we could carry the belief through to the audience" (7) (my underlining). The Ealing comedies of the 50's (with the possible exception of The Man in a White Suit) do seem to reinforce a belief that their cosy view of Britain may well have obscured as much as it enlightened with their paternalistic policemen (Jack Warner), dotty clergy (George Relph) and assorted respectable middle-class eccentrics (Stanley Holloway, Margaret Rutherford, Katie Johnson, Hugh Griffin et al) of London and the home counties. Nevertheless, the comedy films had a basic realism recognizing the importance of community, social responsibility and putting aside individual differences to engage in collective action against the forces of greed or bureaucratic indifference.
The "better placed groups" who directly influenced the New Wave cinema were literary working class Hill's contention that some groups are better placed than other to apply and communicate their definitions of society is substantiated by the manner in which Michael Balcon and Ealing Studios produced films aimed at liberal social reform influenced by post-war political speeches and writings. In a similar manner, the generally middle-class Oxbridge, theatrical or "scholarship boy" backgrounds of the makers of New Wave films gave an outsider's view which tended to romantise individual male working-
